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In this note we study the connections between the wreath products rt Gn of a 
finite group r by the symmetric groups G, and the product poset Y’ of Young’s 
lattices Y. We construct a generalized Robinson-Schensted correspondence for 
rt G,. And we give a complete set of orthogonal eigenvectors for the linear trans- 
formation Ind~~~~,~Res~j~_, of the vector space of class functions on r) 6,. 
0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
Young’s lattice Y is the partially ordered .set (poset) on the set of all 
partitions 1=(1,,&,...)(2,>&> ... 20, [Al =CiBIJ,<a) such that, 
for two partitions 2=(1,,& ,...) and p=(p1,p2, . ..). 22~ in Y if li3~i 
for all i. Young’s lattice is closely related to the symmetric groups 6,. Let 
Yr be the direct product poset of r-copies of Y, and let r{ 6, be the wreath 
product of a finite group r by the symmetric group 6, of degree n. In this 
note, we study the connections between the product posets Y and the 
wreath products r { 6,. Here let us explain the content briefly. 
First we construct a generalized Robinson-Schensted correspondence for 
r 2 6,. It is known that there exists a bijection (called Robinson-Schensted 
correspondence) 
(P, Q,: 6, s LI STab(& [n]) x STab(l; [n]) 
Ii.1 =n 
WH (P(w) > Q(W))? 
where 1 runs over all partitions of n and STab(l; [n]) denotes the set of 
all standard tableaux whose shape is il and whose entries are the elements 
of [n] = { 1, 2, . ..) n>. And this correspondence has some good properties 
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such as P(w-‘) = Q(w) and Q(w-‘)= P(w). In Section 3 we generalize this 
correspondence to the case of wreath products. In particular we prove that, 
if r is an elementary abelian group of order Y = 2”, the involutions in r j 6, 
are in one-to-one correspondence to the saturated chains x0 < x1 < . . < X, 
in Y’ such that x0 is the minimum element of Y’. 
Next we turn to the irreducible characters of rt 6,. Let k be the 
number of the irreducible characters of r. Then the irreducible characters 
of r< 6, are indexed by the k-tuples (i”‘, . . . . Atk)) of partitions %(;) such 
that Cf=, IA”)1 = n. Let ( Yk), be the set of such k-tuples of partitions. We 
denote by x” the irreducible character corresponding to 1~ (Y“),. Then we 
can show that x6@ E ( Yk),_ ,) appears in the restriction of ~‘(XE (Y’),) to 
the subgroup r j 6,-, if and only if ,!?< 1 in the poset Yk. 
Let CF(Tl Ejn) be the vector space of the C-valued class functions on 
rt 6, Re$:zIm, be the restriction map, and Ind~~~;~, be the induction 
map. In Section 5 we use the theory of symmetric functions to prove 
that, for XE r? 6,, the vector z7,,yk,, xX(x)x’ is an eigenvector of 
Ind~:~_,‘~~Res~:?~, and Res’,:~;““Ind~:~+‘. Moreover, we define two 
linear t;ansformations U”’ and D”’ of the complex vector space a=( Y’) with 
basis Y’ by U’r’~u = C j,covers y y and D”‘x = I,, is covered by 5 X. Then, if I- is an 
abelian group of order Y, the vector &, , y,,, x’(x) x(x E r{ GH) is an eigen- 
vector of (U”’ D”‘)l C( Y’),’ 
In the Appendix, for an arbitrary finite group G and its subgroup H, we 
consider the composition map of the restriction Res$: CF(G) + CF(H) and 
the induction IndG,: CF(H) --f CF(G). We shall show that, for x E G, the 
vector CYEe x(-u- ‘) x (where d is the set of the irreducible characters of G) 
is an eigenvector of Indz 0 ResC, belonging to the eigenvalue 
(#H)-l#{t~G:tx~‘~H}. 
1. YOUNG'S LATTICE 
In this note, N (resp. P’) denotes the set of nonnegative (resp. positive) 
integers. For n E N, we write [n] = { 1, 2, . . . . H> ([0] = 0). 
A partition is an infinite sequence I = (A,, I,, . ..) of nonnegative integers 
1, with finite sum 11$1 :=CZaO Izi. If )A/ =n, we say 2 is a partition of II. We 
denote by @ the unique partition (0, 0, . ..) of 0. The number of nonzero 
terms I., is called the length of 1” and denoted by I(n). We usually identify 
a partition A with its Young diagram defined by ((i, j) E P x P : 1~ i d 1(J.), 
1 < j< 2;). The Young diagram is visualized by placing squares at the 
points in D(A). For example, the Young diagram of (4, 3, 1) is as in Fig. 1. 
The conjugate partition of a partition 2 is the partition I’ whose Young 
diagram is obtained from D(i) by reflection in the main diagonal (see 
Fig. 1). The hook length 11, at the point x = (i j) E D(1) is defined to be 
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FIG. 1. Young diagrams of i = (4, 3. I ) and i’ = ($2, 2, 1). 
h,r=R,+ij- i-j+ 1. We call the product h(~)=n,ED,i,,h, the hook 
product of ;1. 
Let Y be the set of all partitions of all nonnegative integers and Y, be 
the set of all partitions of n. Then Y becomes a partially ordered set (or 
poset, for short) by our defining 
Adpin Y if D(i) c D(p). 
Y is called Young’s lattice. Let Y’ be the product poset of r-copies of Y, 
i.e., the poset on the set Yr such that (11(l), . . . . ,I(‘)) < (,u”), . . . . p(r)) 
in Y if i”‘<p ‘0 , for all 1 <i<r. We put (Y),= ((;l”‘,...,;l(r’))~ 
Y’: c;= 1 IA”‘) = n}. 
A poset P is called graded if there exists a rank function p : P + N such 
that p(x) = 0 if x is a minimal element of P and such that p(y) = p(x) + 1 
if y covers x in P (i.e., there exists no element z such that y > z > x). For 
a graded poset P, we set Pi= {xc P: p(x) = i). For example, the product 
poset Yr is a graded poset with rank function p((i”‘, . . . . 2”‘)) = Cl= r 1A”‘j. 
A chain of a poset P is a subset C of P such that any two elements of C 
are comparable. For a graded poset P and x E P,, let C,(x) be the set of 
all chains .x~ < x, < . < X, = E such that X, E P, for 0 d i < n. And we put 
cP(o+n)=LIY.P” C,(x) and cr,(O + n) = # C,(O + n). 
THEOREM 1.1 (Stanley [6]). For the product poset Y’, 
,o~.,.(o+n)z~= , . exp(rz+irz’). 
Remark. Stanley [6] proved the above theorem for more general 
“r-differential” posets. 
A tableau of shape i is a map T: D(A) + P. Then 2 is denoted by sh(T). 
A tableau T of shape 2 is visualized by filling the integer T(i, j) in the (i j)- 
cell of the Young diagram of 2. For example, T in Fig. 2 is a tableau of 
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FIG. 2. A tableau of shape (4, 3. 1). 
shape (4,3, 1). For a tableau T of shape j-, let ‘T be the tableau of shape 
1’ obtained from T by reflection in the main diagonal, i.e., 
‘T(i, j) = T(j, i) for (i, j) E D(i’). 
A tableau T is standard if it satisfies the following three conditions: 
(I) T(i,l)<T(i,Z)< . ..<T(i.%,)for l<i<f(R) 
(2) T(l,j)<T(2,j)< . . . <T(E.I,j)for l<j</(%‘)and 
(3) T is injective. 
The tableau T in Fig. 2 is standard. For a subset A of P and a partition 
1 of #A, we denote by STab(i, A) the set of all standard tableaux T of 
shape 2% such that T(D(1)) = A. For a standard tableau T and k E N, let 
shk(T) denote the partition whose Young diagram is TP’([I%]). If 
TESTab(1, [n])(lIWl =n), then a=sh,(T)<sh,(T)< ... <sh,(T)=l is 
a chain in Y. This correspondence TH (sh,( T) < sh, (T) < . . < sh, (T)) 
gives a bijection between STab(l, [n]) and C,(n). More generally, 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let I= (I.(l), . . . . itr’) E ( Y),, and 
9(x) = LI STab(A”‘, A,) x ... x STab(J”‘, A,), 
(Al. -. ‘4,’ 
where (A,, . . . . A,) runs over all r-tuples of subsets of [n] such that 
Hi=, Aj= [n] (disjoint union). For T= (T, , . . . . T,.)EY(X), we put x,(T) = 
(sh, CT, 1, . . . . shk(T,)). Then (121, .. . . @)=&,(T)<X,(T)< ... <X,(T)=1 is 
a chain in Y’. Moreover, the correspondence TH (2, (T) < 1, (T) < . . . < 
X,,(T)) gives a bijection between Y(I) and C,,(x). 
2. WREATH PRODUCT BY THE SYMMETRIC GROUP 
Let I- be a finite group, 6, be the symmetric group on [n], and rt 6, 
be the wreath product of r by 6,. By definition, the set I-2 6, consists of 
all (y(l), . . . . r(n); a)(~(4 E r, u E Gn) and the product (y(l), . . . . y(n); a) 
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(6( 1 ), . . . . 6(n); t) is equal to (y( 1) 6(0 -~ ’ (l)), . . . . y(n) @aPi(n ar). The aim 
of this section is to give a brief review on the conjugacy classes and the 
irreducible representations of I-) 6,. (See [ 11.) 
Conjugacy Classes 
Let x = (y( 1 ), . . . . y(n); a) be an element of r) 6,. As usual, we write (T as 
a product of disjoint cycles: 
6’0, . ..(T[ where cs = (i,,, , . . . . i,,,,) and i ps=n. 
s = 1 
Then the product y(i,7,,,) ~(i,~,,,_,) ... y(i,.,) is called the cycle product 
associated with a cycle CT,.. For a conjugacy class C of r, let ,usl, . . . . ps, 
(si < . < s,) be the lengths of cycles es such that the associated cycle 
product is contained in C and let p’(x) be the partition obtained by 
rearranging pu,, . . . . pL,m in descending order. 
THEOREM 2.1. Two elements x and y of r t 6, are conjugate if and on@ 
if p’(x) = pc( y) for all conjugacy classes C qf r. 
So we call pc(x) the C-type of X. If r has exactly k conjugacy classes, the 
number of the conjugacy classes of rt 6, is equal to the cardinality of 
(YkLl. 
Irreducible Representations 
It is well known that the irreducible characters of the symmetric group 
6, are indexed by the partitions of n. For a partition A of n, let ,$ be the 
irreducible character corresponding to 1 and V’ an irreducible @G,- 
module affording xi.. Then the degree x”( 1) = dim v” is equal to n!/h(;l). Let 
fW I, . . . . Wk} be the complete set of representatives of isomorphism classes 
of irreducible CT-modules. We fix the numbering of W,, . . . . W, and put 
di = dim W,. Then the irreducible @(r { G,)-modules can be constructed as 
follows. For I= (A(“, . . . . i.‘k’) E ( Yk),, we put 
ICI = ryGn, x . . . x q, 
and 
where ni= /,?“‘l and T’(V) denotes the i-fold tensor of a vector space V. We 
regard T’ and Vx as @K”-modules by defining 
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where y(i)~r, (T=G, . ..(T~EG.,,x ... xGni ((T,EG~,), tl@ ... @?,E T’, 
and or @ . . @ vk E V”. Let W” be the C( r { G,)-module induced from the 
CK’-module T” 0 C V” : 
Then 
k dl$‘ll 
dim W”=n! fl I 
i= 1 h(i”‘)’ 
THEOREM 2.2. The C(rl G,)-module W” constructed above is irre- 
ducible. These W” (1 E ( Yk),) are pairwise non-isomorphic and exhaust the 
isomorphism classes of irreducible C( f 2 G,,)-modules. 
DEFINITION. For XE ( Yk),,, let x;23 (or simply x’) denote the character 
of the irreducible C(f 1 G,)-module &. 
3. ROBINSON-SCHENSTED CORRESPONDENCE FOR r{ G, 
In this section we generalize the Robinson-Schensted correspondence for 
the symmetric group to the case of the wreath product by the symmetric 
group. 
Let us recall the original Robinson-Schensted correspondence. (For 
detail, see [2, 5.1.43.) For convenience we identify a tableau T: D(A) -+ P 
with its extension T: N x N + N u {co} defined by 
T( i, j) = 0 if i=Oorj=O and T( i, j) = co if (i, j) 4 D(A). 
First we give an algorithm called Insertion. Let TE STab(1, A) and 
x E P - A. Then the following algorithm transforms T into another tableau. 
I1 Set it 1, set xl c x and set jc I, + 1. 
12 If xi < T(i, j - l), decrease j by 1 and repeat this step. Otherwise 
set x,+] t T(i, j). 
I3 T(i, j) t xi. 
14 If xi+, # 03, increase i by 1 and return to step 12. 
15 Set s + i, t +- j and terminate the algorithm. 
We denote the resulting tableau by T + x. If T t x has the shape p, then 
D(p)-D(i)= {(s, t)} ((s, t) is determined in step 15) and T+XE 
STab(p, A u {x>). 
Let A = {a,, . . . . a,}(a, < ... <a,) and B= {b,, . . . . b,}(b, < ... <b,) be 
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two subsets of P, and Bij(A, B) denote the set of all bijections from A to 
B. For 0 E Bij(A, B), we construct a pair (P(a), Q(o)) of standard tableaux 
of the same shape as follows. Let P,(a) = f&(o) = @ (the unique tableau 
of shape 0). For i> 0, let P,(g) = PiPI (0) t a(~,) and 
Q;co,cuY, = { ,“I 1 (a)(-~), If -XT ENsh(f’; 1 (a))) 
r> d xED(sh(P,(a)))-D(sh(P,~,(o))). 
Then we define P(o) = P, (0) and Q(g) = Q,(a). We call this corre- 
spondence u H (P(o), Q(o)) the Robinson-Schensted correspondence. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A and B be two subsets of P of the same cardinality 
n. The Robinson-Schensted correspondence G H (P(a), Q(g)) gives a bijec- 
tion between Bij( A, B) and LI,,, =n STab(,$ B) x STab(& A). Moreover, for 
(T E Bij(A, B), 
P(fJ ‘)=Q(d and Q(a--‘) = P(a). 
Remark. The bijection for the case A = B = [n] (hence Bij(A, B) = 5,) 
is the original Robinson-Schensted correspondence. 
Next we give an algorithm called deletion of the corner element. Let 
TE STab(l, A). 
Sl Set r+ 1, S+ 1. 
S2 If T(r, s) = co, the process is complete. 
S3 If T(r + 1, s) < T(r, s + l), go to step S5. 
S4 Set T( r, s) t T(r, s + 1 ), s t s + 1, and return to S3. 
S5 Set T(r,s)tT(r+l,s),r+r+l,andreturntoS2. 
We denote the resulting tableau by T‘! If Td has the shape v, then 
TdESTab(v, A- {T(l, 1))) and v<J. in Y. 
LetB={b ,,..., b,}(b,<...<b,)andC={c ,,..., c,,}(c,<...<c,)be 
subsets of P. For TE STab(l, B)(lAI = n), we define TscB,‘)~ STab(k C) as 
follows. Let T, = T and T, = (Tie ,)& for i > 0. If we put 1”’ = sh( T,), then 
~=)‘O’>~“)) . . . >i@)- - @. Then we define 
T”‘=)(X) = c,- I if x E D(Aci’) -D(A”+ ‘) ) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A, B and C be three subsets of P of the same 
cardinality n. Let lg. c: B + C denote the order-reversing bijection. Then, for 
(r E Bij( A, B), we have 
P(z,,cr) = rP(o)=c) and Q(le.ca) = ‘Q(o). 
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Now we define the Robinson-Schensted correspondence for r? G,, 
where r is a finite group. 
DEFINITION. We put 
Y J-.n = LI n STab(4yh B(y)) x STab(i(y), A(y)), 
A.B., ytr 
where A, B and 1 runs over all maps A : r-+ 2[“1 (the power set of [n]), 
B:f42C”1,A:r+Ysuchthat 
LI A(Y)= LI B(y)= Cnl (disjoint union), 
j’E I- j’EI- 
#A(y) = #B(Y) = IA( (Y E n. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let x=(y(l), . . . . v(n);o)~r{ 6,. For YE:T, we put 
A,= (a--‘(i);y(i)=y), B;, = (i; y(i) = y 1, and 0.; = 0 I .4,.’ 
And we define 
P,(x) = P(a,) and Q;.(x) = ecg,, 
by applying the Robinson-Schensted correspondence to cY E Bij( A,, By). Then 
the map 
defined by 
Q(X)= (P,(X), Q,(X))ytr 
is a bijection. Moreover, for uny x E l-2 6, and x0 = (1, . . . . 1; 
cf, .1] ::: y1 ;I), 
(1) P,(xP’)=Q,-I(X) and Q,(x-‘)=P,-I(X) 
(2) P,(xOx) = ‘P.~(x)~(~) and Q,(.x,x) = ‘Q?(x) 
(3) P,(xx,) = ‘P,(x) and Q,(xx,) = ‘Qy(x)““‘, 
where, for TE STab(il, A) and A c [n], we put A = {n + 1 - a: a E A} and 
T%“) = Ts(Axz). 
Remark. In [S], Stanley constructed a Robinson-Schensted corre- 
spondence for Z, ? G,, where Z, is the cyclic group of order 2. 
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ProoJ To prove the bihectivity of @, we construct the inverse map of 
@. Let T= (P,, Qy)y EY~,~, so that 
P;. E STab(J.?, B,), Q;. E STab(A,, A:.), 
where LIYtI.AY=LIYEr B,. = [n]. Then, by Theorem 3.1, there exists a 
unique bijection gi’ : A, -+ B, for each y E f. If we put y(i) = y for i E B, and 
define (T E 6, by o(j) = oY (j) for j E A y, the correspondence TH x = 
(y(l), . . . . y(n); B) gives the inverse map of @. 
If x = (y(l), . . . . y(n); a), then 
x ~‘=(y(o(l))~‘,...,y(o(n))~‘;o-‘), 
%X = (v(n), ..., Y( 1 1; @oO), 
where o,=(A .!, “:;). Hence, for YET, we have 
A,,(x- ‘) = B,-,(x), B,(x-‘)=A,-+), 0:.(x l)=(oJ-I(x))y 
A?(X,X) = A,(x), B,, (xox) = B, t-x), I,. = ~B;(.~),E+)~y~ 
where I~,~ is the bijection defined by rc,c(c) = n + 1 - c(c E C). Then part 
(1) is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.1, and part (2) is a consequence 
of Theorem 3.2. Since XX,, = (x0x- ‘)- ‘, we have 
P,(xx,)=Q,.-1(x0x ‘)=‘Q,-1(.x-‘, =‘P,(x) 
Q,.(xxJ = P,.-I (x0x -‘) = ‘P;-~(x-‘)~(“)= ‘QJ.#(*) 
by using (1) and (2). 
For a finite group G, we put Z(G) = {X E G : x2 = 1 j and i(G) = #Z(G). 
COROLLARY 1. The map xtt (P,(x)), gives a bijectionfrom I(T{ G,,) to 
LI n STab(4y), A(Y)), 
A.2 YET 
where A and ,? runs over all maps A : r -+ 2[“], 2 : r -+ Y such that 
LI yE,. A(y) = [n] (disjoint union) and such that, for all y~r, 
#A(y-‘)= #A(y), In(y)1 = #A(y) and A(y-‘)=2(y). 
Combining this Corollary and Proposition 1.2, we have 
COROLLARY 2. If r is an elementary abelian group of order r = 2”, there 
exists a bijection between I(T) G,) and Cyr(O -+ n). 
Remark. It is known that i(G) is equal to the sum d(G) of the degrees 
of all irreducible characters of G if and only if each irreducible representa- 
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tion of G can be realized over R. Hence i(T{ 6”) = d(Tl 6,) if and only 
if r is an elementary abelian group of order 2” for some s. As we will see 
in the corollary to Theorem 4.1, if r is abelian and of order r, d(f 16,) is 
equal to #C.,(O-,n). 
In general, we put ix(G) = # (x E G : .xk = 11. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The generating function for i, (r 2 G,,) is given by 
,,:Oiik(,-,S,)zn=n exp((#r)‘P’ik’d(r)zd). 
dih d 
Proof: Let x = (y( 1 ), . . . . y(n); a) E r{ 6, and write rs = (or . . . rs, 
(0, = (4. l 2 . . . . i,,- y ) Ci=, pL, = n) as product of disjoint cycles. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) .xk=l. 
(2) ~,~lk and (y(i,y,,,) ...y(is.,))k’p’= 1 for all s. 
Thus we see that 
summed over all SeqUenCeS (md)dlk of nonnegative integers md such that 
Cd dmJ = n. Therefore we have 
In particular, if k = 2, 
Hzo$i(f 2 G,)=exp(i(I.);+$(#IJz’). 
Comparing Theorem 1.1 and this generating function, we see that, if r is 
an elementary abelian group of order r = 2”, 
aY,(O-+n)=i(T< 6,). 
So Corollary 2 gives a bijective proof of this identity. 
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4. RESTRICTING RULE FROM F)G, TO rt 6,-I 
We identity rt 6,_, with the subgroup { (y( 1). . . . . y(n - 1 ), 1; a) : y(i) E f, 
g(n) = n} of r t 6,. We use the notations in Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let I= (A”‘, . . . . IZCk’)e ( Yk),. Then the restriction of the 
irreducible character x” of r{ 6, to r< G,-, is decomposed into irreducible 
constituents as folloux 
I = I p”’ is covered by 1”’ 
Proof By definition, 1” is the character of 
w’;= (TX@ pJ”)y/“‘, 
where V r”, denotes the CC-module induced from a C&module V. 
Applying Mackey’s decomposition theorem, we have 
WI1 ,-te,-,= 0 bOU’“O VZ))l:K:r-~n(l.)B,_,,fr’Gn’ 
where x runs over the complete set of representatives of double cosets 
(I-{ GnPI)\(r{ Gj,)/Kx. But, if we put nj= lil’j’l, m,=C~=, nj and 
x, = ( 1, . ..) 1; (m,-. , + 1, nziP 1 + 2, . . . . n)) for lbidk, 
then (x, , . . . . xk} is a complete system of representatives of double cosets 
(f 2 6,- ,)\(rt 6,*)/K”. It is easy to see that 
xiKzx,:l f-l (rj G+,) 
=r-‘(G,,,x ... xG,,-, , x cl-, x G,,+, x ... x Gn,) 
and 
(xi@ (T” 0 V’))l,,,K;v-~ P’lr‘)J,-,) 
r(F(W,)@ . . . @T”~-*(Wi)@@~d’@ ... @T”“(W,)) 
@ ( VA”’ @ . . . @ ( v-q 3,, ~, ) @ . . . @ Pi) 
as @(x,K”.x,:’ n (r? 6,_ ,))-module. (Here Cr denotes the trivial Cf- 
module and Y@“= V@ . . . @ V (d-copies).) And it is known that, for 
2 E Y,, FL,,-, = 0, 15 covered by I VP. Therefore we have 
Considering the characters of both sides completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY. Zf r is an abelian group of order r, 
dim WI= #C,,(x) for XE (rl),. 
Remark. For a finite group G, let d(G) be the sum of the degrees of all 
irreducible characters of G. Then it is easy to see that 
5. EIGENVECTORS OF Ind;: z”‘, 0 Res;: 3”-, n 
Let G be a finite group and H be its subgroup. We denote by CF(G) and 
CF(H) be complex vector space of class functions on G and H, respectively. 
Let Res: : CF(G) -+ CF( H) be the restriction and Indz : CF( H) -+ CF( G) be 
the induction. In this section we use the theory of symmetric functions to 
study the eigenvectors of Ind:: z-, 0 Res;: z”-, . n 
First we recall the theory of symmetric functions. We follow the notation 
of [3]. Let A, be the ring of symmetric functions in variables 
.Y= (x,, x2, . ..). By definition /i, is the projective limit of /1, n = 
@[X,) . . . . x,] =. (the ring of symmetric polynomials in xi, . . . . x,) in’ the 
category of graded algebras. And A, is the direct sum on >,, ng of /i”@ = 
!~IJI As n, where Ad,,, is the homogeneous part of degree d of /1, n. We 
denote’ the Schur function corresponding to a partition 1 by So and the 
power sum C12, X) by pk (p,, = 1). Note that the Sj, such that 121 = n form 
a basis of ,4: [3, 1.(3.3)]. Moreover, A,=@[p,, p2, . ..I and the pk are 
algebraically independent over C [3, 1.(2.12)]. 
We put R”,= CF(T{ G,,) and R,= enBO R;. Let Res,- and Ind, be the 
linear transformations of R, defined by 
if f~R”,,n>0 
if SERF 
and 
Ind,(f) = Ind;: :I+’ (f) if feR;. 
If r is the trivial group, we write simply R”, R, Res, and Ind by omitting 
the subscript K’. Since the irreducible characters x1 (111 = n) of 6, form a 
basis of R”, the linear map 4: R -+ A, defined by 4(x”) = s1 is a linear 
isomorphism. By [3, 1.(5.16), Example 1.531, the following diagrams 
commute: 
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Here p, denotes multiplication by p, and i3jap , denotes partial differentia- 
tion with respect to p,. 
Now we consider the general case where r is an arbitrary finite group. 
Let r be the order of r and k be the number of conjugacy classes, i.e., the 
number of irreducible characters of I’. The notations in Section 2 are used 
without notice. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The linear map qS,-- T”(A,) defined by 
#,(x(jJi’. .... ilk’)) = sA,,,@ @Sj.,k, 
is a linear isomorphism. If we define 
u,= 5 10 . . . @d,;,@ . ..@I 
i= 1 
and 
i 
D,= i l@...@d ..’ 01, 
i=l 
the following diagrams commute : 
R rL Tk(A,) R,L Tk(A,) 
Indr 
I 
R 
ProoJ Since the xCi.“‘~ ...* “k’) such that Cf= , IA(‘)l = n form a basis of R”, 
and the s,(,,@ ‘.. @sA(k) form a basis of Tk(A,), the linear map 4 is a 
linear isomorphism. The commutativity of the diagrams follows from 
Theorem 4.1 and the above argument. 
COROLLARY. We have 
Res,oInd,--Ind,oRes,=rI 
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Proqf: For f=f, @ ... @fk E r&(,4,), we see that 
(D,U,-UrD,)f= i j-,0 . . . ad,2 
i= 1 
y- PI--- 0 . ..Ofk 
I 
it) 
1 
But, since dj is the degree of the irreducible character, Cf= I d,* = r. Hence, 
by the commutativity of the diagrams in Proposition 5.1, we have 
Res,oInd.-Ind,oRes,=rZ. 
Let C, = { 1 }, C2, . . . . C, be the conjugacy classes of r. For I= 
(2 11) ) . ..) /Z’k’), j2 = (/&I’, . ..) pck’) E ( Yk),, we denote by xz the value of the 
irreducible character x’ at an element x whose C,-type is pfi). (By 
Theorem 2.1, this value is independent of the choice of x.) The main 
theorem of this section is 
THEOREM 5.2. For fi = (p(l), . . . . pCk)) E ( Yk),, the vector 
7cp=x f;@, xix” 
E ” 
is an eigenvector for Ind,o Res,l R; belonging to the eigenvalue m, (p(l)) (the 
number of terms of p”’ equal to 1). Moreover the II~ such that ,ii E ( Yk), form 
an orthogonal basis of RF with respect to the scalar product (f, g) = 
(#f? Gn)r’ c rtr)3,f(4 g(-x-l). 
Let vi be the character of the irreducible @T-module W, (1 6 ibk). First 
we prove the following lemma (see [4] for an alternate proof). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let .x=(~(l),...,y(n);o)~r{G~. We write a=ol...olas 
product of disjoint cycles oi of length pLi (xi= I pi = n). And let hi be the cycle 
product associated with the cycle oi. Then 
L,” x . ‘;“‘. ... @J(x) sic,,@ . . . @sick, = fi ( i qj(si) p:i’), (*) Ii” 1, . i=l /=I 
where,forfEAC,fCJ’denotes 10 . ..@j@ ‘.. 0 1. 
Proof Let X= (A”), . . . . lV’k’) E ( Yk),. By computation, we have 
x”(x) = 
C 
(II. . . . . Ik, 
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where (Z, , . . . . Zk) runs over all k-tuples of subsets Zj such that II>= i Z, = [Z] 
(disjoint union) and such that # Zi = IA(j)/ (1 6 j < k), and ,u(Z,) denotes the 
partition obtained by rerarranging the pLi (i E I,). Therefore, if we denote by 
p(s) the left hand side of (*), 
P(X) = c c c 
n,. . . . . nk j.lll, . ilkI 1,. . . fk 
such that nl + + nk = n such that Il’J’l = n, such that lMI,,l = “, 
k 
x n n qj(si) xcI(j,)s$)i 
i= I I t I, 
But, by [3, 1.(7.8)], for VE Y,,, 
Hence we have 
p(x)= c Ii (n $(Sd PZ)) 
!I I,..., nk 1 I..... If+ ,=t ie I, 
=$I ( C vljC6i) Pk’). 
i=l 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let yi be a representative of the conjugacy class 
C, (1 d id k). By the above lemma, 
Here we see that 
and, by the orthogonality relation, 
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Therefore 
U,D, ( i vi(y) PY’) 
j= I 
={ 
r(C:= I Vj(Y 1 P:“) if y=landd=l 
0 otherwise. 
Since Ur D, is a derivation, i.e., U,- D,( fg) = ( Ur DTf )g +.f( Ur D, g), 
we have 
urDr(4(np)) = ml b”‘)(4(np)). 
Hence, by the commutativity of the diagrams of Proposition 5.1, 
Ind,oRes,71p=m1(~‘1))71p. 
The orthogonality of rci, follows from the orthogonality relation of the 
irreducible characters. 
Let UZYk (resp. C( Y“),) be the C vector space with basis Yk (resp. ( Yk),). 
Define two linear transformations UCk), DCk’: @ Yk + @ Yk by the condition 
that for x E Yk, 
Vk'x = 1 y, 
? covers .Y 
#"lx - 
- .v IS ..~c, by .‘I -‘. 
And we put, for p E ( Yk), 
COROLLARY. Let r be an abelian group of order r. For 
p = (p’l’ 3 . ..? ptr’) E ( Y),, the vector X, is an eigenvector for U”’ DCr’l CCYr,, 
with the eigenvalue m, (p(“). And these vectors X, form an orthogonal basis 
of C( Y), with respect to the scalar product defined by (1, ji) = 81,~. 
ProoJ: If we identify I= (A(‘), . . . . 1”‘) with So @ . . . @si.(,,, then 
C( Y) = T( /i c), U”’ = Ur, and D”’ = D,, by Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. Stanley [6] proved this corollary and the next proposition in 
the case where r= { 1 }. 
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More generally, for 1 E P and y E I-, we define linear transformations 
U,(y, I), D,(y, I): CYk+@Yk as follows: for X=(ll”), . . . . %‘k))~ Y’, 
Ur(y, ,)I= E q,(y) c (- l)h”~‘“-“““(~“‘, . ..) p’i’, . ..) A(i)) 
i=l ulIl 
Dj-(y, l)X= ; q;(y-‘) c (- l)h”I’i’-,““(;(“‘, ,,,) V”), . ..) A’k’), 
i=l ,‘Cll 
where p’*) (resp. v’j’) runs over all partitions such that A”) < p(i) 
(resp. 1”’ > v(j)) and D(p’“) - D(A”)) (resp. D(R”‘) - D(v”))) is a border 
strip of length 1. Here a skew diagram D(A) - D(p)(A > p) is called a border 
strip of length 1 if it is connected and contains no 2 x 2 block of squares 
and 111 - 1~1 = 1. Moreover, the height ht(A-p) of a border strip 
D(A) - D(p) is defined to be one less than the number of rows it occupies. 
If r is abelian and of order r, U,-( 1, 1) = Ur’ and D,( 1, 1) = D’r’. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. (1) Let y be an element of a conjugacy class C, and 
p z.z (p”) ) . ..) /ix-)) E ( Yk),l. Then the vector X, is an eigenvector for 
UAY? l)DI-(YY U.,Yqn with eigenvafue I# C,(y) m,(p”‘). Here C,-(y) 
denotes the centralizer of y in r, and m,(p’i’) the number of terms of p”’ 
equal to 1. 
(2) The linear transformations U,(y, I) D,(y, l)l.,ejn (YE r, 13 1) 
pairwise commute. Hence the vectors X, for ,ii~ ( Yk), are the unique 
simultaneous eigenvectors for these transformations. 
ProoJ: (2) is an immediate consequence of (1). We prove (1) in the way 
similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2. We identify @Yk with Tk(A,) as in the 
proof of the above corollary. It follows from [3, Example 1.3.11, 1.5.31 that 
Hence the proof follows from Lemma 5.3 and 
l# CAY) if y and 6 are conjugate and 1= d = 
0 otherwise. 
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APPENDIX: EICENVECTORS OF Ind 12 Res AND Res 0 Ind 
The object of this appendix is to prove Theorem A, which is the 
generalization of Theorem 5.2 to the case where G is an arbitrary finite 
group and H is its subgroup. For a finite group 6, let e be the set of 
irreducible characters of G. 
THEOREM A. Let G he a,finite group and H he its subgroup. 
(1) For .x E G, the vector 
is an eigenvector ,for Indz 0 Resz belonging to the eigenvalue 
bH # {tEG: t.ut-‘EH}. 
Moreover these p: (where .Y runs over the complete system of representatives 
of conjugacy classes of G) form an orthogonal basis of CF(G) with respect 
to (.L g)=(#G)-'C,..f(x)g(.~~'). 
(2) Let y E H, and assume that H n { tyt ~ ’ : t E G] is an H-conjugacy 
class of y. Then the vector 
is an eigenvector for Res; 0 IndG, belonging to the eigenvalue 
$H # {tEG: tyt-‘EH). 
Proof. ( 1) By the orthogonality relation, we have 
i 
#C,(x) 
P:(z)= () 
if x andz are conjugate in G 
otherwise, 
where C,(x) denotes the centralizer of x in G. On the other hand, by the 
definition of the induced character, 
(Ind),ResRpG)(z)=$H 1 (pzIH)O(t=t-l). 
rtc 
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Here, for f E CF(H), 
If z is not conjugate with x in G, it is clear that (Indz Resg p)(z) = 0. If 
z is conjugate with x in G, 
(Indg Resz p:)(z) = (Indz Resz p:)(x) 
The orthogonality of the pz follows from the orthogonality relation of the 
irreducible characters. (2) is proved similarly to (1). 
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